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Introduction
In a previous introductory article, we illustrated the high-level implementation timeline for the
International Chamber of Commerce’s (ICC) proposed framework and methodology to assess the
sustainability level of trade transactions. Now that the first instance of the framework is expected to
be launched (announced for end of Q2), we want to brush up on the content of ICC’s Positioning
Paper from November 2021 and recall why standards within the trade domain are needed.
Paraphrasing ICC’s Secretary-General, John Denton, despite multiple sustainable finance standards
already in place, trade’s inherent complexity requires more sophisticated ones that consider the
different goods, ways of transport, parties and jurisdictions involved in a single trade transaction;
even more if it is just one piece of a bigger supply chain.
This article elaborates on the framework to better understand the potential implications it will have for
banks if it becomes either a market standard or regulation.
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Deep dive into ICC’s project and suggested framework
Goals and principles
The main goal of the ICC’s positioning paper is spurring global trade stakeholders into action while presenting the
project that is meant to set the standards for sustainable trade and trade finance. The paper sets the scene to start
thinking how to reshape the current global trade and supply chain finance functioning in such manners that:
•
•

trade-driven greenhouse emissions and temperature increase are reduced according to the Paris agreement
the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals are reached

Five principles guided the elaboration of the framework, rapid implementation (1) being the most important. This
shows that the ICC is aware of the different challenges banks are facing, so it is hard to imagine a final version of the
framework which would be impossible or not practical to implement.
The other four principles are: (2) Promote and encourage sustainable trade, without penalizing non-compliance; (3)
Build on existing certifications and standards, and not replace existing legislation or definitions; (4) Design standards
that can be adjusted by sector to handle asymmetries such as data availability; (5) Use United Nation’s Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) to inspire the standards. On this last principle, it means that the framework shall not only
focus on environmental sustainability and consider economic and social sustainability aspects; also heavily
influenced by global trade and supply chains.

Scope, definitions, and transaction components
The framework is relevant to tangible and intangible goods & services and will apply to common trade finance
products: letters of credit, guarantees, trade loans, and collections. It is also meaningful that while standards are
planned to be defined around the 17 UN’s SDGs, the ICC simplified them into three dimensions: economic, social,
and environmental sustainability. Apart from mere simplicity (rapid implementation as key priority), the reason for this
is that SDGs are set for countries, not transactions. After setting the ground, the paper follows three steps to present
the framework:
First, it suggests following two definitions to be adapted based on expert and industry feedback:
➔

➔

Sustainable trade: “the import, export, or trade of goods and services which actively support the achievement
of one or more UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) without infringing on the achievement of any other
SDGs”
By extension, sustainable trade finance would involve “the financing or facilitation of sustainable trade, using
recognised trade finance instruments”

Note that these definitions automatically result in an obvious yet fundamental implication: banks will not be able to do
sustainable trade finance unless there is an underlying sustainable trade transaction. In order to meet their
sustainability goals, banks will likely have to think about how to incentivize or encourage their clients to perform their
trade transactions in compliance with the sustainability standards yet to be defined, e.g. via pricing or enhanced
service offering, among other potential levers.
Second, it elaborates on the components of trade transactions to be assessed for sustainability:
•
•
•
•
•

Goods and services exchanged
Seller or origin
Buyer or destination
Transportation: not of the whole supply chain, but just the step that was financed
Purpose: if known, it shall consider the immediate or end use of the goods and services

By assessing a transaction so thoroughly, banks among other parties have a solid decision basis to evaluate whether
to engage or not in an operation.
Third, it presents the methodology to measure the sustainability level of trade transactions by means of following two
key concepts:
•
•

Reporting infographic: a matrix depicting the sustainability level of trade components
Descriptor / score: a high-level summary of a whole transaction’s sustainability degree
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Methodology
The reporting infographic
It is a matrix measuring trade components against following assessment criteria, where the “rating” depends on how
components impact each sustainability dimension:
A: Actively contributes to it
B: Meets respective ICC-recognised sustainability standards
C: Does no significant harm to it
N=Not sustainable: Does significant harm to it/ does not meet minimum requirements
X: No sufficient data for assessment
This is a representation of the long-term version of the infographic. The different stages, short and medium-term, are
explained further below under the section “long-term roadmap”.

Source: ICC’s Positioning Paper on Standards for Sustainable Trade and Sustainable Trade Finance (Nov 2021); own depiction

Although the representation is intuitive, let us elucidate it:
•
•
•

•

Underlying goods & services actively contribute to the economic and environmental sustainability dimensions.
Regarding the social dimension, goods & services just meet ICC-recognized standards.
Transportation is not measured against the economic dimension* and actively contributes to the social and
environmental sustainability dimensions.
Purpose is only measured against the environmental dimension** while the criteria here is binary: either a
transaction’s underlying activity is meant to reduce the impact of climate change, like in this example, or it is
not.

* First exception of the methodology due to assessment complexity
** Second exception to capture e.g., climate change-soothing technology
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The overall assessment by dimension follows similar criteria as above:
A: One or more components actively contribute to the sustainability dimension and the remaining meet ICCrecognized standards for it
B: One or more components meet ICC-recognised sustainability standards for the sustainability dimension
and the remaining at least do not significant harm to it
C: All components do not do significant harm to the sustainability dimension
N=Not sustainable: One or more components do significant harm to/ do not meet minimum requirements for
the sustainability dimension, regardless of the remaining components
X: One or more components lack sufficient data for assessment
A second example with a less sustainable sustainability assessment:

Source: ICC’s Positioning Paper on Standards for Sustainable Trade and Sustainable Trade Finance (Nov2021); own depiction

The reader may be asking: what does “actively contributing”, “meeting ICC-recognized standards”, or “not doing
significant harm” really mean? This is precisely what a great part of ICC’s project is all about: defining the set
of standards that underpin these criteria. The next section “Long-term roadmap” contains more insight about
how standards are planned to be defined and elaborates on the different stages through which the framework is
thought to evolve until reaching the so called “target state”.

The descriptor / score
As previously introduced, the descriptor provides a single sustainability rating to transactions, making it possible
to quickly screen them. As it will become clearer in the next section, the descriptor is thought for the “target state”
framework, not for the launch to market. Below are the criteria for the different ratings followed by a graphical
representation:
A+: Active contribution to all sustainability dimensions
A: Active contribution to one or more sustainability dimensions while meeting ICC-recognised
sustainability standards for the others
B: Meeting ICC-recognised sustainability standards for one or more sustainability dimensions while not
doing significant harm on the others
C: Does no significant harm to all sustainability dimensions
N=Not sustainable: Does significant harm to one or more sustainability dimensions / does not meet
minimum requirements
X: No sufficient data to assess one or more sustainability dimensions
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Source: ICC’s Positioning Paper on Standards for Sustainable Trade and Sustainable Trade Finance (Nov2021); own depiction

The resulting rating depends on the combination of the highest and lowest scores among the three sustainability
dimensions. Additionally, an asterisk is added if the purpose of the transaction implies an activity to mitigate climate
change impact in an active manner.

Long-term roadmap
The outcome outlined above represents the most sophisticated version of the infographic, while the MVP to be
launched to marked by mid-2022 and the intermediate version are of less scope.
Initial state
It is not clear from ICC’s Positioning Paper whether the launch to market will include the infographic’s initial version.
Assuming so, this low scope-MVP is neither supposed to assess all trade components against all dimensions nor to
be based on specific sustainable trade standards. Rather, it shall appraise if the transaction as a whole:
(i) Does no significant harm throughout the three sustainability dimensions
(ii) Has a purpose that can be determined to be “actively sustainable”
Again, what it means to “do/not do harm”, or to “meet minimum standards”, and to be “actively sustainable” will be
determined by standards yet to be defined. Until then, they will align to the Green Bond Principles.

Source: ICC’s Positioning Paper on Standards for Sustainable Trade and Sustainable Trade Finance (Nov2021); own depiction
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Intermediate state
In the medium term, once the set of standards allows assessing a trade transaction’s environmental sustainability
degree by trade component, the infographic shall evolve to a more complex framework than the actual Green
Bond Principles. This intermediate step is again motivated by the principle of rapid implementation, since it:
•
•

takes advantage of many more existing standards measuring environmental sustainability in contrast to
the economic and social dimensions, which will require more iterations.
keeps the same logic as the short-term MVP of the initial state regarding purpose and compliance with
minimum safeguards for the economic and social dimensions.

Another key difference compared to the initial state is that transactions with A and B ratings for all components
and an actively sustainable purpose are marked with an asterisk. This reflects an active contribution to counter
the effects of climate change as opposed to just being sustainable.

Source: ICC’s Positioning Paper on Standards for Sustainable Trade and Sustainable Trade Finance (Nov2021); own depiction

Target state
It is not clear when the required set of granular standards will be available for the long-term target state version of
the infographic to be actionable. Also, the capacity of involved trade players to ascertain trade components
compliance with the standards is yet to be assessed.

How standards are planned to be defined
The suggested approach builds upon already recognized standards and assign them to the most relevant
dimension of the framework. There would be three groups of standards to assess whether a transaction or its
trade components:
•
•
•

actively contribute to a certain sustainability dimension
meet ICC-recognized sustainability standards
do or not do significant harm

In other words, there shall be no specific ICC-driven standards; unless expert groups appointed by the ICC are
not able to identify existing standards that can be recognized by the framework. From a roadmap perspective,
expert groups have already been launched, and their inputs will be used to categorize existing standards by the
middle of this year. Another relevant effort will be figuring out how to apply many of these standards to specific
sectors, rather than across them as per current state.
The last thing to mention is that standards will not be “final”. At least an annual update is expected to be required,
for original standards keep developing and the way to quantify best practices evolves. The next ICC-project
phase plans to shed more light upon this maintenance process.
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CONCLUSION
There are many areas that are still in the need of further input, and while the list is long, the
following apply to banks specifically:
1. In terms of scope, how the methodology will be applied to banks is still to be specified, and
industry feedback shall be a good sense check whether the framework will be practicable. For
instance, how feasible is it for banks to capture, keep and report required data in a timely
manner.
2. Regarding assessment standards, a direction will be needed as of how to cope with
asymmetric data availability between banks’ clients and their international trade counterparts
located in different countries.

3. Finally, technological requisites to manage required data and processes are yet to be
assessed and quantified, and of course will depend on each bank’s current situation. This
uncertainty ultimately drives the need to consider potential scenarios and anticipate
accordingly.
It is worth mentioning that this is not expected to represent a ‘tsunami’ in terms of impact that
will fundamentally change banking businesses, processes, or systems. Of course, it will be
challenging, yet banks have been able to cope with similar situations in the past. Especially
those that were well advised were able to properly anticipate upcoming changes by creating
budgets and building teams early enough, thus approaching matters in a proactive way.
Why is staying ahead of the curve so important, though? When implementing sustainable
trade finance, we believe that it will be key how banks reshape their offering, not only to
comply with the standards; be it regulation, be it market-driven. Instead of just aiming to show
a “green image” to the public eye, banks will have the chance to enhance their advisory by
providing a true value-adding service to their business and corporate customers. Yet for that,
their IT and data systems must measure up to the speed and quality required for advisors to
effectively deliver.
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